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the GL model parameters and obtain an estimator for them.
After describing the GL models in Section II, we provide
the following contributions:
• we introduce the quasi-elasticity function to examine
the sensitivity of the security breach probability to each
parameter in the GL models (Section III);
• we propose a numerical estimator for the parameters
of both GL models, based on a least-squares approach,
which requires some observations of the investment in
security and the corresponding loss (Section IV);
• for the GL2 model only, we propose an approximate
formula to estimate its parameter (Section IV).

Abstract—Security breaches provoke increasingly high economic losses, requiring higher investment in security. The
models by Gordon and Loeb are the most prominent tool
employed to assess the impact of security investments on the
probability of security breaches, but the estimation of their
parameters remains an elusive issue. In this paper the impact
of the investment productivity parameters in both GordonLoeb models is investigated, and a method is proposed for their
estimation. The method employs a least-squares procedure and
requires the amount of investments in security over period and
the corresponding observed loss due to security breaches.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

II. G ORDON -L OEB SECURITY BREACH PROBABILITY

The economic impact of data breaches is a growing
concern among companies and individuals: according to the
latest investigation by the Ponemon Institute, the average
total cost of a data breach for a company has increased
from $3.79 to $4 million in 2016 [1]. Similar results, which
show security incidents on the rise, are reported in [2].
Though expenses to secure data are no longer considered as
costs, but, correctly, as investments, the problem of relating
their amount with the benefit they provide (i.e., reducing the
probability of data breaches) is relevant. Many efforts have
been devoted to define the return on security investments [3],
[4], [5]. The most prominent model relating the investment
on security with the security breach probability is the couple
due to Gordon and Loeb (hereafter referred to as the GL1
and GL2 model, or GL models for short) [6]. After their
introduction, the GL models have been the subject of several
extensions and refinements [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and have
been employed to evaluate the applicability of sanctions as
incentives to investing in security [12], [13], [14], [15].
However, the actual application of the Gordon-Loeb models requires its parameters to be known (two for GL1 and
one for GL2). Gordon and Loeb have proposed some values
for both in their seminal paper [6], but no significant support
has been provided in the literature for specific values. In
the absence of either reliable indications as to the values of
those parameters or a method to set those parameters, the
GL models may not be applicable in a specific context.
In this paper, we aim to understand the role and impact of
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In this section we describe the two models proposed by
Gordon and Loeb in [6] for the relationship between the
investment I in security and the probability P that a data
breach occurs in the case of an attack. Incidentally, we
note that Huang and Behara derived two models in [16]
to describe that relationship in the case of opportunistic and
targeted attacks, obtaining the same mathematical shape as
Gordon and Loeb, so that the arguments developed in the
following are valid for Huang and Behara models as well.
Gordon and Loeb actually proposed two broad classes of
security breach functions. Though in their paper the loss
is considered to be suffered by the company responsible
for data protection, this assumption encompasses the case
where the loss is suffered by the customer and the company
holding the data is held liable for that loss. The functions
proposed by Gordon and Loeb are respectively
V
(αI + 1)β
= V γI+1 ,

PGL1 =
PGL2

(1)

where α > 0, β ≥ 1, and γ > 0 are measures of the productivity of information security investments (in the following
we refer to them as investment productivity parameters), and
V is the probability of loss in the absence of investments.
The probability of a security beach is therefore a decreasing
function of the amount invested in security (under both GL1
and GL2 models), which is the decision variable controlled
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TABLE I
M ODEL REFERENCE VALUES , EXTRACTED FROM [8]

V
L
I
α
β
γ

Value

Quasi-elasticity

Parameter

0

0.64
4 · 105
6 · 104
10−5
1
10−5

−5 · 10−2

−0.1

−0.15
0

by the company holding the data. For any couple (V, I), the
probability of loss decreases as we increase either α, β, or
γ, which means that those parameters control the extent of
the benefits of increased investments in security.

Figure 1. Impact of α on the sensitivity of the breach probability (quasielasticity) to the investment in the GL1 model

absolute value of the quasi-elasticity is maximum). However,
for very large values of α, the security breach probability is
less and less dependent on the security investment.
In the same way, if we let instead β vary in Equation (3),
we obtain the similar graph shown in Figure 2, but with a
somewhat dilated x-scale. In fact the range considered in
the two plots is [0, 10−3 ] for α, but [1, 10] for β (which
includes values quite far from the typical value reported in
Table I). For the values of β around that reported in Table
I, the quasi-elasticity would lie in the nearly linear decay
portion of Figure 2.

III. S ENSITIVITY OF SECURITY BREACH PROBABILITY
MODELS

Before proposing a method to estimate the investment
productivity parameters, in this section we investigate how
each of them impacts on the security breach probability, i.e.,
the sensitivity of the security breach probability to changes
in the models’ parameters.
We first examine the impact of varying the investment
in security. We measure the sensitivity through the quasielasticity of the security breach probability function with
respect to the investment:
∗I =

∂P∗
∂P∗
=I
,
∂I/I
∂I

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Investment productivity parameter α ·10−3

(2)

where the asterisk means that we can apply the same formula
to the GL1 as well as to the GL2 model, by employing the
pertaining security breach probability function (respectively
PGL1 and PGL2 ). We adopt the quasi-elasticity since the dependent variable (the security breach probability) is naturally
normalized to 1. In order to obtain the change in the security
breach probability due to a 1% increase in the investment,
we need to multiply the quasi-elasticity by 100.
If we consider the GL1 model, we obtain
∂PGL1
VI
(GL1)
I
=I
= −αβ
(3)
∂I
(αI + 1)β+1

Quasi-elasticity

−5 · 10−2

−0.1

−0.15

−0.2
2

4
6
8
Investment productivity parameter β

10

Figure 2. Impact of β on the sensitivity of the breach probability (quasielasticity) to the investment in the GL1 model

We immediately recognize that the quasi-elasticity is negative, as expected: the security breach probability decreases
when we increase our investment in security. For the time
being, we consider a generic value of the investment, rather
than the optimal one. The impact of the investment is
modulated by α and β. In order to examine the impact of
the two parameters separately, we fix one of them (using the
value extracted from [8] and reported in Table I) and let the
other vary. When we let α vary as an independent variable,
we obtain the graph shown in Figure 1.
We see that there is a specific value of the productivity
parameter α for which the sensitivity is maximum (the

Similarly, for the GL2 model the quasi-elasticity is
∂PGL2
= IγV γI+1 ln V,
(4)
∂I
which is, as expected, negative (since ln V < 0).
For the values of Table I, we obtain the graph in Figure 3,
which resembles those already obtained for α and β.
So far, we have considered the investment as an independent variable, which the company may set quite regardless
of any other constraint. Actually, the models proposed by
(GL2)
=I
I
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Since the investment is not an independent variable any
longer, we can now analyze the sensitivity of the security
breach probability directly with respect to the invesrment
productivity parameters α, β, and γ.
For the GL1 model the quasi-elasticity with respect to α
is

Quasi-elasticity

0

−0.1

1

β
∂ P̂GL1
V β+1 ∂ − β+1
ˆα = α
=α
α
β
∂α
∂α
(βL) β+1

−0.2

0

= −α

1
2
3
4
5
6
Investment productivity parameter γ ·10−4

(5)

(6)

Since it is rational for the company to invest such an
optimal amount, we can assume that it does so and compute
the resulting probability of breach corresponding to the
optimal investment. For the two models, after recalling
Equations (1) and (6), we obtain respectively

=−

P̂GL1 = PGL1 (IˆGL1 ) = 
β
1
β+1
α (αβV L)α −1 + 1

1

(αβV L) β+1

V

β

(

ln −

1
γV L ln V
γ ln V

1
β+1

−β

(αβL) β+1
[ln(αβV L) + β + 1]
(β + 1)2

Again, the shape of the sensitivity to β resembles the
sensitivity to α. The greatest sensitivity is achieved for the
lowest values of the two parameters, i.e., when α gets closer
to 0 and β gets closer to 1. Their estimation correspondingly
becomes most critical in that range, since small uncertainties
in the parameter values may give rise to large changes in
the predicted security breach probability.
It is to be noted that lower values of α and β corresponds
to higher values of the security breach probability for the
same investment, i.e., to less productive investments in security. Therefore the estimation of the investment productivity
parameters is more critical for less productive investments.

1
β+1

(αβL) β+1

βV

(9)

V

iβ =

(8)

Equation (8) shows that the sensitivity of the security
breach probability to the investment productivity parameter
α is a function of α as well as β. We can see the effect
of both parameters in Figure 4 (plotted for V = 0.64 and
L = 4 · 105 ). Since the quasi-elasticity is negative, the
regions of highest sensitivity are those where the surface
shows a dip, which happens for the lowest values of α and
β.
For the GL1 model the quasi-elasticity with respect to β
(plotted in Figure 5) is


−β
1
∂ P̂GL1
−1
β+1
ˆβ = β
= β V β+1 ln V
(αβL)
+
∂β
(β + 1)2


β
−β
Lα β+1
−1
(αβL) β+1 (β+1)
2 ln(αβL) −
αβL
1
+ βV β+1
=
2β
(Lαβ) β+1


−β
1
− ln V
β+1
β+1
=β
V
(αβL)
+
(β + 1)2


−β
1
1
ln(αβL)
β+1
β+1
+
− βV
(αβL)
=
(β + 1)2
β+1


−β
ln V
ln(αβL)
1
= −βV (αβL) β+1
+
+
=
(β + 1)2
(β + 1)2
β+1

1

V

β
β
α− β+1 −1
β+1
1

where L is the potential loss resulting from a data breach,
and the asterisk again represents either model to use for the
security breach probability.
Gordon and Loeb themselves derived the optimal investments in [6]. Though the derivation has been reformulated
to take into account specifically both internal and external
losses in [8], the actual formula remains equal if we aggregate all the losses in L. For the two models we obtain
respectively the optimal investments

=h

β
β+1

1 (βV ) β+1
=−
β
β + 1 (αL) β+1

Gordon and Loeb allow to derive the optimal amount to
invest as that amount that maximizes the ENBIS, i.e. the
net benefit from investing in security:

(αβV L) β+1 − 1
IˆGL1 =
 α

ln − γV L1ln V
IˆGL2 =
.
γ ln V

1
β+1

(βL)

Figure 3. Quasi-elasticity in the GL2 model

ENBIS = (V − P∗ )L − I,

V

(7)
)

P̂GL2 = PGL2 (IˆGL2 ) = V 1+γ
1
1
ln(−
ln(−
γV L ln V )
γV L ln V )
ln V
ln V
=V ·V
= V · eln V
1
=−
γL ln V
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less productive investments.
·10−4
0

Quasi-elasticity

−5 · 10−2

−0.1
4

−2

−4

6
8

α

10 1

3

2.5

2

1.5

−6

β

0

1
2
3
4
Investment productivity parameter γ

5

·10−5
Figure 6. Sensitivity of the security breach probability (quasi-elasticity) to
γ in the GL2 model

Figure 4. Sensitivity of the security breach probability (quasi-elasticity) to
α as a function of both investment productivity parameters

IV. E STIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS

Finally, for the GL2 model the quasi-elasticity with respect to γ is
∂ P̂GL2
1
1
=γ
∂γ
L ln V γ 2
1
=
γL ln V

Either Gordon-Loeb model is completely specified just
if we can calibrate them for our specific case, i.e., if we
can assign specific values to the investment productivity
parameters (α and β for the GL1 model and γ for the
GL2 one). However, this has proven rather difficult so far.
Gordon and Loeb themselves provided values for those
parameters, but just as an example, without showing any
supporting evidence (the values used by Gordon and Loeb
are reported in Table I) [6]. Several examples of unreliable
and misused statistics concerning information security are
reported in [17], which witness the difficulty of getting
reliable estimates.
In this section we propose a method to estimate those
parameters, which relies on the assessment of the annual
investments in security and the annual loss from security
breaches. Both quantities should be within the reach of any
company. We expect any company to keep a record of its
investments, and therefore of its investments in security as
well. And the losses due to security breaches are being
assessed more and more precisely (see, e.g., [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24]).
Let’s suppose we have the time series of losses due to
security breaches, so that lj represents the security breach
loss in year j (though we choose the year as our recording
frequency, the model can be applied with a different recording frequency, e.g. over semesters or quarters). The overall
loss over a year can be obtained simply by adding the losses
incurred upon all the security incidents taking place in that
year. Similarly, we indicate by Ij the investment in security
made in year j. If our records extend over n years, we
have n couples (Ij , lj ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since the expected
loss is L · P∗ , where the asterisk again denotes either of
the two models by Gordon and Loeb, we can fit either GL

ˆγ = γ

(10)

and is plotted in Figure 6, exhibiting a monotone behaviour,
with a sharp dip as γ gets below 1. Since, again, the
highest values of the security breach probability correspond
to the lowest values of the productivity parameter (γ), that
behaviour confirms the reasoning already exposed for α and
β in the GL1 model: the estimation of γ is more critical for

−0.1

−0.2
4
6
α

8
10 1

1.5

2.5

2

3

β

·10−5
Figure 5. Sensitivity of the security breach probability (quasi-elasticity) to
β as a function of both investment productivity parameters
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Case

Ex-ante breach probability V

Maximum loss L

1
2
3
4

0.9
0.5
0.9
0.5

106
106
5 · 105
5 · 105

Expected Loss

TABLE II
C ASES FOR THE CALIBRATION EXAMPLE

β

1
2
3
4

5.026 · 10−5
4.031 · 10−5
4.752 · 10−5
4.00 · 10−5

1
1.07
1
1.13

α,β

γ = argmin
γ

n
X

0.5

1

2

[lj − L · PGL1 ] .

103
Case
Case
Case
Case

102

(11)

2

0

(12)

In order to examine the procedure’s performance, we
consider the four cases of Table II. For each case we
compute the expected loss following the GL models, and
then generate a synthetic dataset by imposing a random
component outputting a loss value in the ±15% range
around the expected loss. The least squares minimization
through a numerical approach provides the estimates of
Table III and the curves shown in Figure 7 for the GL1
model and in Figure 8 for the GL2 model, along with
the synthetic dataset used as an input to the LS parameter
estimation. We see that the fit is quite good for all cases.
For the GL2 model, instead of adopting a numerical
minimization procedure, we can resort to a linear proxy
of Equation (12). Some algebraic passages transform the
nonlinear relationship between the expected loss L̄ and the
investment into a linear dependence on the investment. By
taking logarithms we have

1
2
3
4

0.5

mod
mod
mod
mod
1

obs
obs
obs
obs

1.5
Investment

2

2.5

3

·105

Figure 8. Best fit curves in the GL2 model (numerical LS procedure)

If we consider the n couples (Ii , zi ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where zi = ln li , the least squares estimate of b is
Pn
Pn
i zi − a
i=1 IP
i=1 Ii
b=
.
(14)
n
2
I
i=1 i
After obtaining b, it is straightforward to get γ = b/ ln V .

Expected Loss

105

103
Case
Case
Case
Case

γI+1

ln L̄ = ln(V L) + γ ln V I

3

·105

104

101

[lj − L · PGL2 ] .

ln L̄ = ln L + (γI + 1) ln V

2.5

105

j=1

L̄ = LV

1.5
Investment

106

j=1
n
X

2

obs
obs
obs
obs

Figure 7. Best fit curves in the GL1 model

model to the data we have recorded by the least-squares
(LS) approach, so that
α, β = argmin

mod
mod
mod
mod

105

0

Expected Loss

α

1
2
3
4

104

TABLE III
E STIMATES OF α AND β IN THE GL1 M ODEL
Case

Case
Case
Case
Case

101

(13)
0

z = a + bI,
which can be used as a linear regression formula relating
the transformed variable z = ln L̄ and the investment I, with
a = ln(V L) being known and b = γ ln V to be determined
by a least squares minimization procedure.

0.5

1
2
3
4

mod
mod
mod
mod
1

obs
obs
obs
obs

1.5
Investment

2

2.5

3

·105

Figure 9. Best fit curves in the GL2 model (linear regression)

The resulting comparison between the observations and
the model obtained through the linear regression formula is
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TABLE IV
E STIMATES OF γ
Case

Numerical LS

Linear regression

1
2
3
4

4.95 · 10−5
5.07 · 10−5
5.12 · 10−5
4.89 · 10−5

5.10 · 10−5
4.94 · 10−5
5.08 · 10−5
5.02 · 10−5
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shown in Figure 9. Again, as in the numerical procedure, we
observe a fairly good approximation in all cases, showing
that the linear regression formula can be used for a quick
estimate in place of the exact numerical procedure. The
parameter estimates obtained with the two methods are
shown in Table IV. The linear regression estimates are quite
close to those obtained with the exact numerical procedure:
the maximum difference over the four cases is 3%.
V. C ONCLUSION
In both Gordon-Loeb models the investment productivity
parameters influence most the security breach probability
when they are in their lowest range. Since security investments are less productive in that range, the estimation of
the investment productivity parameters gets more and more
critical as the investment gets less and less productive.
The numerical least-squares approach proposed for their
estimation relies on input data that are easily collected: the
investment itself and the loss from data breaches observed
in the same period (e.g., over a year). For the GL2 model
we can use a quick formula that provides the investment
productivity parameter in close agreement with the numerical LS minimization. In all cases the fit with the observed
values is quite good. The method can therefore be applied to
calibrate either Gordon-Loeb model to the specific context
in which the company operates.
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